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77 Environmental Strategy & Structure: External 
Disclosuree of Alignment 

7.11 Introduction 

Environmentall reports and codes of conduct are often perceived as a response to trig-
geringg events. However, they can also be considered the result of past strategic and 
structurall decisions. Codes of conduct are an input for institution building (rule setting); 
bothh within companies, and towards suppliers and other stakeholders. Potentially, they 
affectt the whole industry. Environmental, HSE and sustainability reports are the output of 
thiss process. Both are important expressions of environmental alignment; they are the 
qualitativee dimensions of the process of strategy formulation and implementation and can 
thuss be used to identify environmental strategy and structure. This chapter analyses to 
whatt extent country-, sector- and company-specific or event-oriented environmental man-
agementt patterns prevail in the oil industry, using corporate codes of conduct and report-
ingg activities. It distinguishes between late and early reporters, the scope and specificity of 
codess and reports, and the likelihood of compliance. 

Attentionn is first given to developments in environmental strategy (7.2) with regard to 
thee contents of codes of conduct (7.2.1) and, subsequently, the information on environ-
mentall strategy in environmental reports and policies (7.2.2). Next, the embedding of envi-
ronmentall issues in the structure of the organisation is discussed (7.3). That section be-
ginss by examining systems and standards (7.3.1), and then, monitoring and verification 
(7.3.2).. The overall trends and strategic clusters of companies resulting from this analysis 
(7.4)) are compared with the trends of the independent variables in the research model. 
Specificc patterns relating to country of origin, sector of industry, specific company charac-
teristics,, and events will be elaborated. 

7.22 Petroleum: sector patterns in environmental strategy 

Followingg Mintzberg's five P's of strategy, environmental strategy has been defined in 
Chapterr 3 as a plan, which states how to approach environmental issues: "some sort of 
generall or specific consciously intended course of action, a guideline to deal with a situa-
tion"" (Mintzberg, 1998a:13). Subsequently, the elements distinguished as part of envi-
ronmentall strategy are: codes of conduct; environmental policies and guidelines; and the 
scopee and nature of environmental reports, which are all indications of the approach of 
companiess to these issues. These elements are part of the compliance likelihood and im-
plementationn likelihood models, defined and discussed in Chapter 4 as the methodologi-
call approach used to examine environmental strategy. This section starts with the exami-
nationn of codes of conduct and proceeds with the analysis of the contents of environ-
mentall reports, focusing on strategic elements. 
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7.2.11 Developments in environmental strategy: codes of conduct 

Thee first part of the research model concern codes of conduct. The dynamic relationship 
off environmental issues with social and political-economic aspects results in a position 
closelyy related to the issue of ethics, which raises expectations about their inclusion in 
codess of conduct. In our sample, 7 1 % of the companies provided a code of conduct, 
codee of ethics or a document with a similar name, which were analysed." All of the Asian 
companiess in the sample plus PDVSA did not have a code of conduct (NipponMitsubishi 
Oil,, SK) or persisted in non-response (Indian Oil, Sinopec). Information about the year of 
adoptionn is often not provided. Only Shell clearly indicated that it had updated its code in 
19977 and first adopted it in 1976. The length of the codes varies widely; the average is 
133 pages but there are 1 -page codes as well as issues with 22-full pages of text. An over-
vieww of the titles of the documents and their year of issue is given in Table 7-1. 

Tablee 7-1 Codes of conduct: titles and dates of adoption 

Company y 

BP P 

ChevronTexaco o 

ConocoPhillips s 

ENI I 

ExxonMobil l 

Marathonn Oil 

Pemex x 

Petrobras s 

RepsolYPF F 

Shell l 

Statoil l 

Totalfinaelf f 

Title e 

Whatt we stand for...Our Business Policies 

Thee ChevronTexaco Way 

Codee of Business Ethics and Conduct 

Codee of Practice 

Standardss of Business Conduct 

Codee of Ethical Business Conduct 

Códigoo de Conducta 

Codee of Ethics 

Normaa de Etica y Conducta de los Empleados de RepsolYPF 

Statementt of General Business Principles** 

Sullivann Principles 

Codee of Conduct 

Firstt issued* 

Fromm at least 1998 

Fromm at least 1996 

Fromm at least 2002 

Fromm at least 2000 

Fromm at least 1996 

Fromm at least 2000 

Fromm at least 2003 

Fromm at least 2003 

2003 3 

1976,, revised 1997 

2000 0 

Fromm at least 2000 

Notes:: * The exact dates of the first issue are often unknown: only Shell mentioned a date of first publication. 
Repsoll adopted its code in November, Statoil signed in 2000, TotalFinaElf's code entered into force in Octo-
berr 2000 but Elf aiso had a 'business code' before the merger. For the other companies, dates are unknown 
orr these are estimates on the basis of issues from earlier years, e.g. BP's code has existed from at least 1998 
onwards,, and an adjusted version has been adopted by the merged company; Chevron's code was adopted by 
ChevronTexaco,, and the same applies for Exxon, Mobil and ExxonMobil. Mobil's 1997 version is presented as 
ann update of its 'Policy guidelines on Standards of Business Conduct and Legal Compliance but Exxon issued 
aa code from at least 1996 onwards. 
"" Also adopted by ChevronTexaco and Shell International in this sample. 

Thee codes of conduct issued by the petroleum companies focus on the company and its 
internationall operations as a whole; almost half of them also target partners and three 
companiess (Pemex, Repsol and ConocoPhillips) refer to home country regulations. The 

7777 Petrobras issued its code in addition to a compulsory code issued by the federal administration, RepsolYPF 
sentt a draft code of conduct, which was up for approval by the Board of Directors in the Fall of 2003, with few 
changess expected. Statoil signed an undertaking to operate in accordance with the Global Sullivan Principles 
forr business ethics; the original text of the principles was included in the analysis. It should be noted that 
somee of the other companies in the sample (ChevronTexaco, Shell International) also adopted those principles 
butt issued a code of conduct in addition. Other petroleum companies endorsing 'Sullivan' are Occidental Pe-
troleum,, Sunoco and Unocal (www.globalsullivanprinciples.org, 2003), 
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77 Environmental Strategy & Structure: External Disclosure of Alignment 

codess mainly address generic and social issues: the behaviour of individuals in the corpo-
ration,, especially regarding issues of conflict of interest, confidentiality of information, and 
ethicall behaviour in general. Total's code is the only one that addresses attention to child 
labourr directly: "adheres to the principles of the ILO, and in particular, to those concerning 
thee use of child labour" (Total's code of conduct, 2002:11). Environmental issues are in-
cludedd in all codes; 25% of the codes include a reference to at least one environmental 
aspect,, the other 75% include more references {Table 7-2). 

Tablee 7-2 Codes of conduct: number of elements for each category 

Categoryy of issues 

Social l 

Environmental l 

Generic c 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

8.3 3 

25 5 

8.3 3 

2 2 

50 0 

33.3 3 

50 0 

3 3 

33.3 3 

33.3 3 

25 5 

4 4 

8.3 3 

8.3 3 

16.7 7 

5 5 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Note:: Figures in percentage per category. 

Notwithstandingg the 100% score for inclusion of references to environmental issues, the 
scoree is less impressive when examining emphasis and specificity. Kolk, Van Tulder and 
Welterss (1999:16) found that 51.2% of their general sample of 84 codes of large TNCs 
(moree than 60 belonging to the 1997 Fortune Global Top 500 list) gave attention to be-
tweenn three and five environmental issues. Attention to environmental issues in our sample 
iss much lower: only 41.6% give attention to three to five components (categorised as: 
managementt policies and systems; finance; input/output inventory; stakeholder relations; 
andd sustainable development). Only half of the group of twelve give the topic a header of 
itss own (often in combination with health and safety) and the same proportion adopts a 
systematicc approach to environmental management (taking a flexible approach with regard 
too phrasing) (see Table 7-3). Extending the focus, it is notable that only five companies 
mentionn the concept of sustainable development. Considering the relatively recent devel-
opmentt of the codes and the rising importance of the concept of sustainable develop-
ment,, this percentage is considered low. Closer examination shows that it is mainly Euro-
peann companies (and Pemex) which give attention to sustainable development (except for 
BPP and ENI); US companies give more attention to an input/output inventory of environ-
mentall issues (such as process management and product stewardship). Further differ-
encess between the regions could not be observed here. 
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Tablee 7-3 Overview of environmental specificity in petroleum codes of conduct 

Environmentall policies 
(strategy) ) 

Environmentall system 
(structure) ) 

Sustainablee Develop-
ment t 

BPP "Work towards our goals of no 
accidents,, no harm to people 
andd no damage to the environ-
ment" " 

"Continuee to drive down the impact 
off our operations by reducing waste, 
emissionss and discharges and using 
energyy efficiently" 

Nott found in code 

Chevronn "Operational excellence through 
Texacoo safe, reliable, efficient and en-

vironmentallyy sound operations" 

"Strivee for world-class performance Not found in code 
byy institutionalising a rigorous system 
(Operationall Excellence Manage-
mentt System) for managing safety, 
healthh and environmental affairs" 

Conocoo "A policy on health, safety and 
Phillipss the environment which is avail-

ablee on the site" 

Nott found in code Nott found in code 

ENII "Protecting the environment and "Operations carried out according to 
naturall resources" advanced criteria for the protection 

off the environment and energy effi-
ciency" " 

Exxonn "Committed to continuous ef-
Mobill forts to improve environmental 

performancee throughout its op-
erations" " 

"Applyy responsible standards where 
lawss and regulations do not exist" 

Nott found in code 

Nott found in code 

Marathonn "Environmental compliance is 
everyone'ss responsibility" 

"Eachh operating facility has an envi-
ronmentall organization with local 
responsibilityy for environmental pro-
grams" " 

Nott found in code 

Pernn ex "Too respect and improve the 
naturall environment" * 

Nott found in code "Rationallyy utilise hydro-
carbonss and its compo-
nentss to contribute to the 
sustainablee development 
off the country"* 

Petro-- "Works towards achieving more 
brass competitive-ness and profitabil-

ityy in prioritising issues of 
health,, safety and environmental 
protection" " 

Nott found in code Nott found in code 

Repsoll "Commits itself to execute its 
YPFF activities in a way which mini-

misess the negative impact on 
thee natural environment"* 

Nott found in code "Contributee to sustainable 
developmentt of the soci-
etyy in which we live" 

Shelll "Shell companies manage these 
matterss as any other critical 
businesss activity" 

"AA systematic approach to health, 
safetyy and environmental manage-
mentt in order to achieve continuous 
performancee improvement 

"Too give proper regard to 
HSEE consistent with their 
commitmentt to contribute 
too sustainable develop-
ment" " 

Statoil l "Protectt human health and the 
environment" " 

Nott found in code "Promotee sustainable de-
velopment" " 

Totall "An active policy of environ-
mentall protection" 

Nott found in code "Srategyy of sustainable 
developmentt on which it 
regularlyy provides trans-
parentt reporting" 

Note:"" Translation from Spanish by author. Source: All remarks are quotes from the codes of conducts. 
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Thee second part of the model concerns the issue of monitoring. In the majority of the 

cases,, the monitoring of compliance and sanctions (in the case of non-compliance) is de-

scribedd quite vaguely (see Table 7-4). Only some companies (e.g. TotalFinaElf, ENI) refer 

too a commission of ethics to which one can turn or an annual review. Other companies 

(e.g.. ENI) refer to severe sanctions such as individuals losing their job in the case of non-

adherence.. It remains unclear what will be done when the matter refers to a group of em-

ployeess or corporate behaviour instead of to individual people. In general, the codes are 

nott very strong on having enforcement mechanisms to back up their strategy. 

Tablee 7-4 Codes of conduct: specificity on monitoring and sanctions 

BP P 

Chevron n 
Texaco o 

Conoco o 
Phillips s 

ENI I 

Exxon n 
Mobil l 

Marathon n 

Pernn ex 

Petrobras s 

Repsol l 
YPF F 

Shell l 

Statoil l 

Total l 

Monitoringg (general) 

Everybodyy is responsible 

Wee welcome scrutiny and we hold ourselves 
accountable e 

Ethicss Compliance Questionnaire yearly for em-
ployees;; Ethics helpline (toll-free advice) 

Throughh the establishment of special internal 
bodiess (guarantor and Committee for Code of 
Practice);; yearly report; similar structures in all 
ENII groups 

Nott found in code 

Administrationn of the Code is under the direc-
tionn of the General Counsel of Marathon 

Nott found in code 

Nott found in code 

Pleasee communicate any violation to your supe-
rior r 

Thee duty of managers is to continuously assess 
thee priorities 

Annuall reporting process to document and and 
sharee their experiences in bringing social re-
sponsibilityy to life; reviewed by endorsers to 
highlightt efforts of note 

Ethicss Committee reports directly to the CEO 
andd makes recommendations 

SanctionsSanctions in case of non-adherence (general) 

Wilfull or careless breaches or neglect will be 
treatedd as serious disciplinary matters 

Nott found in code 

Resultss in disciplinary action, which may include 
sanctions s 

'Appropriatee sanctions' and 'corrective meas-
ures'' 'can entail the consequences provided for 
byy law, including termination of the work con-
tractt and reimbursement of damages' 

Nott found in code 

Nott found in code 

Nott found in code 

Breachess in Moral Values or Rules of Conduct 
aree liable for disciplinary measures stated in the 
regulationss of the companies belonging to the 
Petrobrass System 

Nott found in code 

Nott found in code 

Nott found in code 

Proceduress found, but no sanctions found in the 
code e 

Source:: All remarks are quotes from the codes of conduct. 

Thee previous examination leads to several conclusions with regard to codes of conduct 

withinn the petroleum sector. The data show that almost all petroleum companies had a 

codee of conduct by 2003; the Asian companies and PDVSA are the exceptions. The 

codess are mainly oriented at generic and social issues; this confirms the usage of codes 

ass a means of expressing awareness of social responsibility. Furthermore, the isomorphic 

tendencyy to include at least one reference to environmental issues in the code confirms 

theirr position as a part of strategy. However, the initial 100% score does not seem to add 
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too the basic value of the codes as an input variable or means for opening a constructive 
dialogue:: the presented information remains relatively scarce. 

Onlyy half of the codes give the topic of environmental issues priority with a header, 
andd only five codes really speak of management systems and systems; in addition, monitor-
ingg and enforcement are addressed only in vague terms. With regard to the data collection 
processs for environmental strategy, the contents of the references are quite similar; the main 
contributioncontribution lies in the emphasis on the importance of environmental issues as a part of 
strategyy (as shown in Table 7-3). In addition, slight differences are found between the em-
phasiss that European companies and American companies put on, respectively, sustainable 
developmentt and process management. Additional patterns could not be observed. 

Fromm the perspective of (self)regulation or legislation, information on awareness of 
issuess of effectiveness was hardly found in the codes. More transparency on the systematic 
backgroundd of the behavioural position of companies in this regard was expected, espe-
ciallyy since many companies are partners in state-initiated sector codes on ethical behaviour 
andd sector initiatives.78 The question for data collection is whether they do so elsewhere, in 
otherr outlets, for example in their environmental reports to which we now turn. 

7.2.22 Evolution of environmental strategy: environmental reports & policies 

Thee petroleum sector is one of the sectors with a relatively high level of reporting, something 
commonn to sectors with a relatively large environmental impact (see, e.g., KPMG/AgBS 
1999,, 2002). According to Hoffman (1997:10), the centrality of the petroleum sector to the 
environmentall debate resulted in an earlier and more intense development of environmental 
concerns.. In 2002, in the sector as a whole, the percentage of companies publishing an en-
vironmentall report was 58% for the sector (KPMG/AgBS, 2002). In our own sample, 83% 
off the companies in the 2002 group published an environmental report.79 As Chapter 2 
concluded,, both scores are high compared with the score of 52% for the mixed-industry 
Fortunee Global Top 250 group for 2002. The composition of the companies in our sample 
(large,, mainly private and vertically-integrated companies) is probably the explanation for this 
highh percentage: other research shows that the sector's overall reporting score is brought 
downn by small companies, upstream-only companies, state-owned companies and project-
basedd consortia (SustainAbility/UNEP, 1999). 

Inn the 1980s, the attention given to environmental issues had risen to a new peak 
withh the installation of the intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change in 1988, the publi-
cationn of the Brundtland Report in 1987, the Chernobyl accident (1986), the Bhopal 
chemicall disaster (1983), and the discussion about the hole in the ozone layer. Not en-
tirelyy coincidentally, companies slowly started to issue corporate environmental reports at 
thee end of that decade.80 More than half of our group of reporting petroleum companies 
hadd published a first environmental report by 1996 (see Table 7-5); those are called 'early 
reporters'.. The year of booming reporting in the sector is 1995. As the table shows, this 

788 Examples are the Transparency Initiative (2003) as the standard for human rights initiatives from the US 
andd British governments (December 2000) as well as sector initiatives to benchmark peer companies (e.g. the 
Internationall Business Leaders Forum with its human rights programme) (IBLF, 2002). 
799 This figure includes Asian companies. 

Somee companies published external environmental reports for separate divisions before this date, but the 
researchh is oriented at corporate reports. The state-owned Norwegian chemical and oil corporation Norsk Hy-
droo (1989) and Eastman Kodak are known as the companies that initiated this knd of external disclosure; 
Kodakk was pressured by massive environmental campaigns to report on its activities in order to restore and 
salvagee its reputation (Cerin, 2002), 
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increasee might be related to the first Earth Summit, but seems to be at least a part of a 

regionall trend: most early reporters originate from the US. Statoil81, BP, ENI and PDVSA 

aree notable exceptions and point at a broader sector trend. 

Tablee 7-5 First issues of environmental reports and critical events, 1990-2002 

w w 

R R 

C C 

Texaco o 
Chevron n 

Exxon n 
Amocoo Statoil 

19900 1991 

Exxon n 
Vald d 
spill l 

31 31 

Exxon n 

19899 1990 1991 

19922 1993 

Earth h 
Summit t 
Riode e 
Janeiro o 

19922 1993 

BP P 

1994 4 

1994 4 

PDVSA A 
ENI I 

Conocoo Repsol 
Arcoo Mobii 

19955 1996 

Brent t 
Spar r 
Nigeria a 

Shell l 
Statoil l 

19955 1996 

Shell l 
Elff Phillips 

19977 1998 

Kyoto o 
protocol l 

Climate e 
speech h 
(BP) ) 

19977 1998 

Pemex x 

19999 2000 

Erica a 
spilll i 
TFE E 

19999 2000 

2001 1 

2001 1 

2002 2 

Earth h 
Summit t 
J'burg g 

Prestige e 
spill l 

2002 2 

Note:: The year of first publication, as claimed by the companies, is known for 16 companies; data were not 
availablee for Nippon Oil, Petrobras, Marathon. *=Scale: W: World; R: Region, C: Company; Arrows indicate that 
incidentss influenced specific companies in addition to the sector as a whole. 

However,, for the late reporters in our sample, incidents sometimes do explain the year of 

publication.. Shell for example started to publish its reports as a consequence of the Brent 

Sparr controversy and the Nigeria conflict. The company wanted to explain its choices and 

preventt further reputation damage by opening up to public concern (the reputation dam-

agee did not show up in our data sources in Chapter 6). A second company where an 

eventt explains the year of reporting is TotalFinaElf. This company started reporting after 

thee merger; previously, Total used to be the only non-reporting European company. It was 

nott only its increased size that made Total decide to continue corporate environmental re-

portingg after its merger (Elf Aquitaine already reported), but an important background be-

hindd the decision is probably that its home country had adopted a law in 2002 to make 

reportingg compulsory (Kolk and Van Tulder, 2004a:113). For the sector, this resulted in 

Europeann convergence as far as reporting is concerned. 

AA third and extraordinary example concerns Chevron and Texaco. Both companies 

usedd to be early reporters, but published their last (separate) reports in 1996. Personal 

communicationn confirmed that Texaco's employees considered the information on the 

corporatee website to be the replacement of the environmental report; however, Texaco's 

officiall statement was that company no longer issued a report. This made Chevron and 

Texacoo the only companies in the sample that temporarily ceased their reporting efforts 

(fromm 1 996-2002). After their merger, they started to report again. To our knowledge, only 

twoo companies in our 2002-group did not publish an environmental report: Sinopec and 

SK.. Indian Oil sent a report from its refinery division and was therefore excluded from the 

analysis.. However, in addition to being non-publishers of codes of conduct, this makes the 

Asiann companies again an exception. 

811 Statoil's first report was in Norwegian: its contents were inaccessible for a large international audience. 
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Mostt companies within the sample developed an internal approach to the reporting 
arena;; some follow guidelines such as PERI (Amoco, Conoco). The aim of the Global Re-
portingg Initiative is to improve the quality of triple reports and is referred to by several 
companies:: BP and Statoil show explicitly which GRI-elements are incorporated into its 
report,, and Shell, ENI and ChevronTexaco just mention the initiative. Other conventions or 
standardss for reporting are hardly mentioned; TotalFinaElf mentions the Global Compact, 
thee UN Secretary General's initiative to advance key principles in the fields of environment, 
humann rights, and labour relations. 

ScopeScope and focus of the reports 
Thee implementation likelihood scheme was applied (see Chapter 4) to analyse the con-
tentss of the reports. The remainder of this section discusses the first two aspects of the 
scheme:: 1. Focus & scope of the reports; 2. Environmental strategy. Considering the fo-
cuss and scope of the reports (as exemplified by the average length of the reports), the 
numberr of pages doubled from 25.8 for the first issues to 50.8 for the latest issues; differ-
encess between early and late reporters are not found (see Table 7-6). Also shown in the 
tablee is the type of the report, concerning which an important change is observed. 

Thee most prominent type of report for the first reports used to be the HSE report 
(69%).. However, at the end of the period, five companies had issued sustainability reports 
(36%)) (presumably annually); about half of the reporting group had published a double 
reportt by then (43%). This means that all companies but two changed the name of their 
reports,, mostly in the direction of a 'double' (social and environment) report or a 'triple' 
(sustainability)) report. An explanation of the preference for double reports instead of triples 
mayy be that the annual financial report is seen as the report on the third component. 

Tablee 7-6 Environmental reports: change of scope 1990-2002 

Scope e 

Environmental l 

Firstt reports (1) 

Earlyy reporters 
1990-1995 5 

Chevronn 1990 
ENII 1995 ' 
Statoill 1991* 

#p p 

28 8 
36 6 
28 8 

Latee reporters 
1996-2002 2 

Elff 1996 
Repsoll 1996 

#p p 

23 3 
24 4 

Latestt versions (2) 

Fromm the early 
reporterss #p 

Fromm the late 
reporters s 

RepsolYPF F 
2001 1 

#p p 

48 8 

Health, , 
Safetyy & Envi-
ronment t 

Amocoo 1990* 
ARCOO 1995* 
BP1994 4 
Conocoo 1995 
Exxonn 1990 
PDVSAA '95' 
Texacoo 1990 

17 7 
17 7 
27 7 
16 6 
35 5 
17 7 
25 5 

Mobill 1996 
Pemexx 1999 
Phillipss 1998 
Shelll 1997 

24 4 
23 3 
28 8 
45 5 

ENII 2001 43 3 Pemexx 2001 48 8 

Environmentall & 
Sociall * 
Double e 

BPP 2002 
ExxonMobil02 2 
PDVSAA 2001 

333 Petrobras 02** 89 
388 Phillips 2001 24 
366 Total 2002 111 

Sustainability: : 
triple e 

Chevr.Tex.02 2 
Conocoo 2002 
Statoill 2002 

566 MarathonOV 
522 Shell 2002 
68 8 

17 7 
48 8 

Note:: Categorised here are all the reports in our sample: named social and environmental; corporate responsi-
bility;; social responsibility; and social investment reports. 
(1)) First issues were included when available. For the five companies indicated by ", another version was used: 
Amocoo 1992, ARCO 1998, ENI 1996, PDVSA 1998, Statoil 1996. ARCO 1995 and PDVSA 95 were as-
sumedd to be in the same style as their versions in 1998. 
(2)Usedd were the 2001 or 2002 versions, considering the time period of the study; For the two companies indi-
catedd by "' (Petrobras, Marathon), the date of their first version is not known; only a latest version was available. 
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Somee companies published an HSE report in the period in between their first environ-
mentall report and their sustainability report. Examples are Statoil and Shell. Shell even 
publishedd two reports: one in which the company explains its position, options within the 
discussionn and Shell's choices from those (the 'profit and principles' report); and the other 
aa 'regular' HSE report. Statoil has also integrated a relatively extensive environmental part 
inn its annual report from 2001 onwards and publishes a separate sustainability report on 
topp of that. The tendency to interpret the 'double' type as a performance report on philan-
thropicc activities is hardly observed for this sector. Only Phillips calls its latest report a 
'sociall investment' report which describes its content; this clearly influences the results of 
thee analysis, as the tables below will show. Petrobras changed its style from a philantro-
phic-orientationn in its 2000-report to a management orientation in 2002. 

Tablee 7-7 Environmental reports: policies and codes of conduct 

Issuee of report First t 

Environmentall poli 

Latest t 

cyy (inclusion of) 

First t Latest t 

Codee of conduct (reference to) 

EarlyEarly reporters 

Amoco o 

Arco o 

BP P 

Chevron(Texaco) ) 

Conoco o 

ENN I 

Exxon n 

PDVSA A 

Statoil l 

Texaco o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

LateLate reporters 

Elf f 

Mobil l 

Pemex x 

Phillips s 

Repsol l 

Shell l 

Marathon n 

Petrobras s 

Total l 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

InclusionInclusion of codes of conduct and analysis of environmental policies 
Elementss in the analysis of the second component, environmental strategy, are: inclusion 
off a corporate environmental policy; the specification of the policy to specific issues such 
ass climate change; the level of commitment; standards and conventions;, and references 
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too incidents and their consequences. In the analysis of the environmental reports, the fo-
cuss is on the inclusion of the environmental policy and the reference to the corporate code 
off conduct. In addition, the contents of environmental policies are analysed (see Annex IV). 
Startingg with the codes of conduct (see Table 7-7), almost none of the companies refer to 
aa code of conduct in their first issue, except for Texaco and Shell. The latter includes both 
thee policy and the reference to the code of conduct. 

Althoughh the number of references to a code of conduct has increased in the latest 
versions,, a clear pattern is not observed. However, as 7 1 % of the companies do have a 
codee of conduct, it is surprising that none of these codes are referred to; this may indicate 
aa lack or minimum of integration of the document into the management structure. A re-
versee pattern is shown for the environmental policy of the companies. This document is 
usuallyy included in the first reports (see same table), only two companies do not include 
ann environmental policy: again Texaco and Elf Aquitaine. However, in the latest versions, 
alll three of the Latin American companies do not include an environmental policy, which is 
aa change for two of them. A fourth company that does not include such a policy is Phillips; 
thiss is probably explained by the charity-nature of their report. 

Continuingg with the environmental policy, the results of the content analysis of the 
environmentall policies are presented in Table 7-8 and Table 7-9. A total of ten elements 
weree included. 

Tablee 7-8 Content analysis of environmental policy in the first issues 

REG G SYS S STD D PER R SPE E BC C STA A REP P LEA A SD D 

EarlyEarly reporters 

Amoco o 

Arco o 

BP P 

Chevron n 

Conoco o 

ENI I 

Exxon n 

PDVSA A 

Statt oil 

Texaco o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

--

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

--

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

--

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

--

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

--

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

--

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

--

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

--

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

--
LateLate reporters 

Elf f 

Mobil l 

Pemex x 

Phillips s 

Repsol l 

Shell l 

--
Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--
Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

--

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

--
Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--
Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--
No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

--

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Note:: REG: regulation; SYS: management system; STD: standards; PER: performance targets; SPE: specifica-
tionn environmental impact; BC: business context; STA: stakeholder consultation; REP: reputation; LEA: leader-
ship;; SD: sustainable development. 
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Tablee 7-9 Content analysis of environmental policy in latest issues 

REG G SYS S STD D PER R SPE E BC C STA A REP P LEA A SD D 

EarlyEarly reporters 

BP P 

ChevronTexaco o 

Conocoo Phillips 

ENI I 

ExxonMobil l 

PDVSA A 

Statoil l 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

--

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

--

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

--
Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

--
No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

--
No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

No o 

--

No o 

LateLate reporters 

Pemex x 

Phillips s 

RepsolYPF F 

Shell l 

Marathon n 

Petrobras s 

Total l 

--

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--
Yes s 

--

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--
Yes s 

--

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

--
No o 

--

--

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

--
No o 

--

--

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

--
Yes s 

--

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

--
Yes s 

--

--

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

--
Yes s 

--

--

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

--
No o 

--

--

No o 

No o 

No o 

--
No o 

--

--

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

--
Yes s 

Note:: REG: regulation; SYS: management system; STD: standards; PER: performance targets; SPE: specifica-
tionn environmental impact; BC: business context; STA: stakeholder consultation; REP: reputation; LEA: leader-
ship;; SD: sustainable development. 

Descriptivee analysis led to the following insights: 
1.. References to international standards and regulation score high over the whole pe-

riod.. This confirms their status as major drivers of environmental management. BP 
iss the only company that does not refer to regulation in its policy in both its first and 
latestt issue. 

2.. Companies do not in general refer to reputational issues in their policy. However, 
claimingg leadership puts a pressure on companies to live up to a reputation; it is 
thee acclaimed partner of reputation and references to this topic are included more 
thann just for reputation. Over the period, the inclusion of leadership decreases. This 
mayy indicate that companies choose to be more cautious in their claims or that 
otherr companies are catching up. 

3.. References to management systems increased for the late reporters versus the 
earlyy reporters in their first issue, but many early reporters do not include a refer-
encee in their latest versions as well. Overall, taking both samples together, only half 
off the companies refer to a management system. This means that the policy and 
thee codes of conduct are mainly used to position the company and attach impor-
tancee to the issue without giving attention to the mechanisms necessary to imple-
mentt that position in the documents. 

4.. Expectations of an increase of references to sustainable development and 
stakeholderr dialogue were not confirmed by the data on the policy. This is inter-
estingg because the increase in triple reporting and social pressure might have led 
too inclusion of these aspects in the policy statements. 
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5.. Trends were hard to discern for three aspects: references to performance targets, 
specificationss of environmental impact, and stakeholder dialogue. 

Inn summary, the content analysis of the policies of the companies does lead to some in-
terestingg insights into companies' behaviour. However, due to the sample size, conclu-
sionss related to clusters of groups and regional trends are hard to derive from this par-
ticularr form of information. 

SpecificSpecific guidelines for environmental issues 
Inn addition to the analysis of environmental policies, strategies or guidelines for specific 
environmentall issues on topics related to atmospheric, biodiversity, aquatic and terrestrial 
impactt were examined. It turned out, however, that specific policies for those impacts 
weree hardly mentioned; the exception is climate change. In the KPMG 1999-sample, 
nearlyy all of the reports give attention to climate change (Kolk, Walhain and Van de Wa-
teringen,, 2001). For the petroleum sector, the results are slightly different, which illus-
tratess the controversial nature of the climate issue for the sector, especially at the begin-
ningg of the 1990s. In the first reports, only 3 1 % give attention to this issue. In the latest 
versions,, this has risen to 71 % with all of the early reporters including the issue. 

Forr the other kinds of impact, specific guidelines are hardly mentioned. Only Shell 
referss to an official guideline on biodiversity; in its 2002 report, the company claims to be 
thee first to have a biodiversity standard (Shell, 2002b:26). Research by ISIS Assets Man-
agementt (2004) found that 65% of the extractive companies in their sample did not have 
aa published policy or position statement on biodiversity; it ranked ExxonMobil and Total in 
thee bottom category.82 These results are in contrast to the results of the examination of the 
environmentall policy, where about half of the companies gave attention to a specific type 
off environmental impact. It seems that these impacts are illustrated in the reports by refer-
encee to specific programmes and not by specific guidelines. Programmes for waste man-
agementt are mentioned the most in the first issues (especially by American companies), 
atmosphericc emissions get the most attention in the latest issues (but are mentioned less 
byy the Latin American companies). These approaches are often illustrated by means of 
exampless or case studies; although informative, this does not necessarily contribute to 
transparencyy on the consistency of their application. 

ConcludingConcluding remarks: environmental strategy 
Accordingg to SustainAbility/UNEP (1999:41), the sector's focus on environmental disclo-
suree reflects the current state of reporting and the historic understanding of the industry's 
boundariess to its responsibility. The implications of social responsibility for this industry are 
hardd to define, because of the profundity, longevity and complexity of impact of operations 
inn politically and socially fragile areas. However, 'the pressure for greater corporate ac-
countabilityy pushes social responsibility onto the corporate agenda'. This examination in-
deedd confirms an increase in environmental disclosure by means of reporting in the period 
1990-2002,, and this has resulted in more information on the sector's initiatives and ac-
tion.. As far as codes of conduct are concerned, those are issued by the great majority of 
thee companies and mainly focus on ethical issues in general. In the codes, environmental 
issuess seem to be an extra; although all companies refer to environmental issues, only half 
off them give the topic a header of its own and/or specify their strategic posture. As Table 

822 The research surveyed 20 global extractive companies; six of them are categorised as 'race leaders' on 
theirr policy, management and reporting of biodiversity: AngloAmerican, BPGroup, BP, Rio Tinto, Shell and 
Statoill (ISIS Assets Management, 2004). 
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7-77 showed, many companies do not refer to their code of conduct in their environmental 

report,, which may indicate a lack of integration into a systematic approach. 

Thee high reporting rate of the sector is remarkable and was started by the US 

companies.. Asian companies persist in a non-response or do not report and the European 

companiess follow the US ones. The trend to report seems to be explained by isomorphism 

inn the sector; only Shell's first report is directly associated with an incident, although the 

growthh in reporting also may be related to the Earth Summit. The transition in the focus of 

thee reports from 'environmental' to 'sustainability' confirms a change in the strategic ap-

proachh that companies pursue. The way the audience is addressed changes as well; the 

tonee ranged from 'inform and educate' to 'share and convince', and companies ask for 

feedbackk more frequently. In addition, the content analysis of the environmental policies 

showedd that companies have become more cautious about claims for leadership on envi-

ronmentall issues. Further changes in strategy and clusters of companies with respect to 

thee strategy adopted are hard to detect from this content analysis. However, expectations 

off an increase in references to stakeholder dialogue and sustainable management as well 

ass to systematic management of environmental issues were not confirmed. Only half of the 

companiess even refer to their system in the policy; a surprising result if the intention is to 

convincee their audience of a structured approach by means of a strategic document such 

ass a policy. 

7.33 Petroleum: sector patterns in environmental structure 

Thiss section concentrates on the structural elements of corporate environmental manage-

ment.. The components of the implementation likelihood model having this orientation are: 

thee description of the environmental management system; the reporting on environmental 

performancee indicators; and the achievements in the field of monitoring and verification. 

Thee adherence to international standards was transposed to this section as well, because 

off its connection with management systems. The next subsection starts with the systems 

andd accompanying standards. 

7.3.11 Developments in environmental structure: systems & standards 

Thee majority of the companies (69%) mention the existence of an environmental manage-

mentt system (EMS) for their organisation in their first issue (see Table 7-10). 
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Tablee 7-10 Environmental reports: reference to environmental management systems 

Firstt issues Latestt issues 

EarlyEarly reporters 

Amoco o 

Arco o 

BP P 

Chevron n 

Conoco o 

ENN I 

Exxon n 

PDVSA A 

Statoil l 

Texaco o 

1998 8 

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Internationall Standard of 
Caree (ISOC) Management 
Process/System m 

Operatingg Excellence System 
(OES) ) 

Systemm is not mentioned; 
elements s 

Systemm is not mentioned; 
elements s 

SHEE management system 

Managementt systems 

Systemm is not mentioned; 
elements s 

EMSS (SGA) as part of Inte-
grall Risk Management Sys-
temm (SISMAR) 

HESS management system 

Systemm not mentioned; ele-
ments s 

BP P 

Chevron n 
Texaco o 

Conoco o 

ENI I 

Exxon n 
Mobil l 

PDVSA A 

Statoil l 

--

2001 1 

--

--

1992 2 

" " 

--

Gettingg HSE Right, Management 
systemm framework 

Operationall Excellence Manage-
mentt System (OEMS) 

SHEE management system 

HSEE management system 

Operationss Integrity Management 
Systemm (OIMS) 

Systemm not mentioned 

HSEE management system 

LateLate reporters 

Elf f 

Mobil l 

Pernn ex 

Phillips s 

Repsol l 

Shell l 

--

--

1998* * 

1996/1 1 
997* * 

--

End d 
2000 0 

Systemm not mentioned; ele-
ments s 

EHSS management system 

SIASPA:: Integrated man-
agementt system 

HESS management system 

EMS S 

HSEE management systems 

Pemex x 

Phillips s 

RepsolYPF F 

Shell l 

Marathon n 

Petrobras s 

TFE E 

--

--

2001 1 

2005* * 

--

--

--

SIASPA A 

Systemm not mentioned 

EMS S 

HSEE management systems 

Systemm not mentioned; elements 

Systemm not mentioned; elements 

Internall management systems 

Note:: Dates refer to 'date system in place'; the order of the letters S, H and E is consciously chosen and cop-
iedd from the various companies' approaches. 
** Indicates start of the Pemex system; full implementation for Phillips; and, for Shell, the date counts for new 
acquisitions. . 

Inn the latest issues of the reports, references to management systems were included 
slightlyy more than in the first issues. Almost half of the reports {38% of the total of 21 re-
ports)) refer to the date that the system was in place; only one of these is from before 
19955 {i.e. ExxonMobil refers to 1992). A further pattern in the references was not found. 
Exxonn and BP did not include any references to their EMS in their first issue; this changed 
afterr they merged. For both companies this may be due to the fact that their merging part-
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nerss had included those references in their first issues. Both companies were early report-
erss but merged differently: with companies from early (BP with Amoco, ARCO) and late 
reporterss (Exxon with Mobil). Conoco and Phillips were in the same situation as Mobil and 
Exxonn but a merger report had not been published at the time of analysis. 

Closerr examination of the references provided more insights (complete references 
cann be found in Annex V). All texts fit into about seven pages, and all 30 reports together 
havee a total of 1124 pages. References were analysed for the following elements: format 
off the system, basis of the system, performance goals, target group, audits and monitor-
ing,, alignment and risk. The following conclusions are drawn: 

1.. The format of the systems presents a transition from a "one framework" format to a 
"multiplee systems" format. In the latter, a company allows several systems to exist 
inn its organisation instead of having a single system which has the same format in 
alll locations and circumstances. In the latest issues of the reports, the format of 
severall systems within one company slightly dominates. This points to a trend of 
decentralisationn for environmental structure: within corporate boundaries, business 
unit,, divisions and/or operating companies are increasingly assigned management 
authorityy to set their own priorities. Regional patterns are observed for the (small 
numberr of) Latin American companies; those refer to one overall system only. 

2.. The basis of the system (e.g. set minimum standards, have common expectations, 
increasee management involvement, ensure systematic implementation) shows logi-
call intra-sector similarities when taking into consideration the goal of a systematic 
approach.. Only one company (Amoco) refers to a beyond compliance position 
whenn comparing its minimum standard to regulatory requirements. Another com-
pany,, Mobil, refers to 'tailoring of practices to meet own culture', but also to the 
implementationn of the same approach worldwide, which illustrates the multiplicity 
off the conceptt of worldwide standards. 

3.. Considering the goal of the system, which is improvement of performance, the exis-
tencee of objectives is mainly referred to by the American companies in the group of 
earlyy reporters; late reporters do not refer to performance goals. European compa-
niess mostly refer to the goal of 'continuous improvement' as such, without referring 
too goal setting. Exceptions to the European trend are Statoil and ENI; both are 
earlyy reporters as well. Statoil also refers to leadership ('being in the forefront') as 
doess Mobil ('outstanding performance'); Conoco refers to compensation mecha-
nismss based on performance. Latin American companies do not refer to perform-
ancee at all in the EMS references. 

4.. Regional patterns are only very weakly found with regard to the specification of the 
targett group to which the system should apply; in this respect, Latin American 
companiess refer to hardly anything, and only in its last report does Pemex give a 
descriptionn ('installations of different divisions'). Further, a slight difference is found 
betweenn early and late reporters. The first group refers more to the whole company 
whilee the late reporters tend to give a descriptions of the specific parts to which 
thee system applies. Another seven companies report on supplier requirements; 
ExxonMobill and Shell also state the sanctions they take in case of non-compliance. 
AA specific example of chain management in the reference to environmental struc-
turee is BP ('everyone who works for us'), which relates to its highly decentralised 
overalll organisational structure. 

5.. Less than half of the companies include a reference to corporate monitoring pro-
grammes.. Focusing on a combination of procedures (self assessment, internal and 
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externall monitoring), auditing and monitoring procedures are primarily included by 
USS companies. European companies do not include many references although an 
increasee is observed in the latest issues. Shell is the exception within the European 
groupp with its references to certifiable systems, indicating external monitoring. Latin 
Americann Pemex started to include the procedures in its latest issue. 

6.. Considering the link between strategy and structure, references to the environ-
mentall policies of the companies are included by 67% of the early reporters but by 
onlyy 33% of the late reporters; a regional trend is not observed here. In addition, a 
thirdd of the reports refer to the alignment of the environmental management system 
withh other strategic objectives. Companies including those references are Conoco, 
Eni,, ChevronTexaco, Statoil and Repsol. A regional pattern cannot be discerned. 

Consideringg the adherence to international standards, the second element of structure in 
thee model, the KPMG 1999-sample of reports already showed that all of the sector's re-
portss claim to follow ISO 14001 or internal standards, which are in some cases externally 
auditedd (KPMG/WIMM, 1999). In our sample, the percentage that refers to ISO 14001 is 
64%,, which is a small increase compared with the first issue sample (see Table 7-11). 

Tablee 7-11 Environmental reports: reference to ISO 14001 

EarlyEarly reporters Late reporters 

HH « > o c c O ö o = 8 .9- 8 - I j "ë 
EE Ï Q . - C 0 2 g O . 2 £ *t ° o lc a> -<= .? "E "S 

First First 

Latest Latest 

--

+ + 

--

+ + 

+ + 

--

+ + 

+ + 

--

+ + 

--

--

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + + + + 

+ + 

--

--

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + + + + 

Thee largest change here is observed for the early reporters, which could not report ISO 
becausee the standard came into being in 1996. Two companies (ENI and TotalFinaElf) 
alsoo refer to EMAS in their latest issue; ENI, Shell and Statoil do so in their first issue but 
thee majority concentrates on ISO 14001. 

Inn addition to the references to ISO, at least seven companies (BP, Conoco, Exx-
onMobil,, RepsolYPF, Shell, Statoil and TotalFinaElf) report on the requirements they have 
forr suppliers and contractors to work with them. Two of these, ExxonMobil and Shell, also 
reportedd the consequences of non-compliance by the contractor in earlier versions of their 
reports.. ExxonMobil, for example, stated in its 2000-report that it provides potential con-
tractorss with detailed performance requirements and selects them on the basis of their 
capabilityy and willingness; this would often have resulted in improved standards through-
outt the industry. Considering the structure of ownership of the industry and, for example, 
thee high percentage of minority-owned affiliates, those results are very important. 

7.3.22 Evolution of environmental structure: monitoring & verification 

Inn this section, the last component of the scheme, the references to monitoring and the 
verificationn of the reports are analysed. The results are presented in Table 7-12. 
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Tablee 7-12 Environmental reports: monitoring and verification 

Issuee of report Firstt Latest 

Auditt programme 

Firstt Latest 

Verificationn of the report 

EarlyEarly reporters 

Amoco o 

Arco o 

BP P 

Chevr(Tex) ) 

Conoco o 

ENI I 

Exxon n 

PDVSA A 

Statoil l 

Texaco o 

+ + 

--

+ + 

++ + 

++ + 

++ + 

++ + 

--

+ + 

+ + 

--

--

++ + 

--

+ + 

+ + 

--

--

++ + 

--

LateLate reporters 

Elf f 

Mobil l 

Pernn ex 

Phillips s 

Repsol l 

Shell l 

Marathon n 

Petrobras s 

Total l 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

++ + 

--

--

--

--

--

--

++ + 

+ + 

+ + 

++ + 

--

--

--

Regardingg the figures on monitoring, a clear trend is not observed. Most companies had 
alreadyy included the issue of auditing in their first issues, but some did not include the is-
suee in their latest version, even though other sources show that they do have audit pro-
grammess in place. An explanation may be that the companies concentrate on the verifica-
tionn effort to monitor their result to an external audience and/or think the results of auditing 
proceduress too complex, detailed, confidential, or risky to publish externally. Patterns 
withinn the monitoring results cannot be discerned in these data. 
Withh regard to verification, the results are clearer, especially because the statements 
themselvess have been analysed in further detail. Notwithstanding the debate on the bene-
fitss of third-party verification, it seems that petroleum companies saw the advantages of 
this,, since for this aspect the figure has increased. While only 3 1 % of the first issue re-
portss were verified, 53% of the latest issues received verification of their report. In the 
mixed-industryy group of reporting Fortune Global Top 250 companies, only 29% had their 
reportt independently verified. In 2002, 64% of the verifications in this group were carried 
outt by major consultancy firms; 2 1 % by technical firms; 9% by certification bodies; and 
6%% by other parties (KPMG/AgBS, 2002). In our petroleum sample, only Phillips, ENI and 
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Repsol,, allowed their reviews to be carried out by companies other than a major account-
ancyy firm (mostly Ernst & Young, only Shell's report was verified by KPMG and PWC). The 
majorityy of the statements included a reference to the independent status of the audi-
tor/verifyingg party; some reviews pointed at the non-existence of generally accepted 
auditingg rules for environmental reports and the way they solved this issue (Shell, Pemex in 
bothh versions, BP and Conoco in their latest versions). The results of the analysis of the 
verificationn statements are shown in Table 7-13 and Table 7-14. 

Tablee 7-13 Verification statements: verifying party 

Titles s 

F F L L 

Status s 

F F L L 

Verif. . 

F F 

Party y 

L L 

Details s 

F F 

party y 

L L 

Date e 

F F L L 

EarlyEarly reporters 

BP P 

Conoco o 

ENI I 

Statoil l 

Gen n 

--

--

Ver r 

Ass s 

Ver r 

Ver r 

Au/Gen n 

No o 

--

--

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes/No o 

Ac c 

--

--

Ac c 

Ac c 

Ac c 

Oth h 

Ac/Ac c 

None e 

--

--

City y 

City y 

City y 

City y 

Cities s 

Yes s 

--

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

LateLate reporters 

Pemex x 

Phillips s 

Repsol l 

Shell l 

Au u 

Au u 

--

Ver r 

Ver r 

--

Ver r 

Ass s 

Yes s 

No o 

--

No o 

Yes s 

--

No o 

Yes s 

Ac c 

Oth h 

--

Ac c 

Ac c 

--
Oth h 

Ac c 

None e 

None e 

--

City y 

City y 

--

None e 

City y 

Yes s 

Yes s 

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

--

Yes s 

Yes s 

Notes:: F: first issue, L: Latest issue in our sample; Titles: Ass: Assurance report, Au: Auditors report, Ver: Veri-
ficationn statement, Gen: General, such as 'report'.; Status: Reference to independent status of the statement; 
Verifyingg party: Ac: Major accountancy firms, Oth: Other. Details party: City: City of residence, None: No data 
onn details. Date: of verification included. For Statoil, two verifications were used, on the left, the verification in 
thee sustainable development report, on the right, the verification for the HSE part in the annual report; if there 
iss only one answer, then it applies to both versions. 
Source:: Method of analysis adjusted from KPMG/WIMM, 1999. 
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Tablee 7-14 Verification statements: contents analysis 

Consol. . 

F F L L 

System m 

F F L L 

Perfc c 

F F 

rm m 

L L 

Visit? ? 

F F L L 

Cor r 

F F 

nplte e 

L L 

Po o 

F F 

icy y 

L L 

Finance e 

F F L L 

Commts s 

FF L 

EarlyEarly reporters 
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Conoco o 

ENI I 

Statoil l 

Y Y 

--

--
Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

--

--

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

N N 

--

--
N N 

N N 

N N 

N N 

N N 

N N 

--
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Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

N N 

YN N 

N N 

--

--
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Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

N N 

--

--

N N 

Y Y 

Y Y 

N N 

YN N 

N N 

--

--
N N 

N N 

Y Y 

N N 

N N 

YY Y 

Y Y 

N N 

NN N 

LateLate reporters 

Pernn ex 

Phillips s 

Repsol l 

Shell l 

Y Y 

N N 

--

Y Y 

Y Y 

--
Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

--
Y Y 

Y Y 

--
Y Y 

Y Y 

N N 

N N 

--

N N 

N N 

--
N N 

N N 

Y Y 

N N 

--

N N 

Y Y 

--
Y Y 

Y Y 

N N 

Y Y 

--
N N 

N N 

--
Y Y 

N N 

Y Y 

Y Y 

--
N N 

Y Y 

--
N N 

N N 

N N 

N N 

--

N N 

--
N N 

N N 

Y Y 

YY Y 

Y Y 

N N 

YY Y 

Notes:: Consol.: Data consolidation at corporate level; System: Information/management system; Perform: 
Qualitativee view or comment on environmental performance; Visits: Data generation at local level; Complte: 
Completenesss of environmental issues for the company's operations; Policy: Internal compliance (pol-
icy/guidelines);; Finance: Consistency with data in financial report; Commts: General comments, recommenda-
tionss for improvement. Y: Yes, included, N: No. For Statoil, two verifications were used, on the left, the verifica-
tionn in the sustainable development report, on the right, the verification for the HSE part in the annual report; if 
theree is only one answer, then it applies to both versions. 
Source:: Method of analysis adjusted from KPMG/WIMM, 1999. 

Severall observations from the analysis are worth mentioning: 
1.. All statements are oriented at the verification of the data presented in the report 

andd whether they have been collected in a systematic and consistent manner. {Ex-
ceptionss are Statoil and Phillips. Phillips's latest verification reviews and bench-
markss the management system of the company against international standards; 
Statoil'ss first review only includes a review of environmental expenditures and con-
sistencyy in reporting to authorities). 

2.. The auditing parties did not comment on the performance attained, only on the 
proceduress and the consistency in the data collection. 

3.. Visits to local operations and industrial sites were included more in the latest verifi-
cationss than in the first verifications. 

4.. In the latest versions, more references were also included on the scope of the data 
presentedd ('completeness') and whether these gave a complete overview of the 
company'ss environmental impact. Sometimes, the scope of the presented data is 
limitedd to certain operations (e.g. Statoil, first, Repsol, latest). Shell's presentation 
off its first verification is remarkable in this respect; it claims to be the first company 
too verify on a large scale all the entities where Shell has full authority. 'There were 
noo templates to copy because as far as we know no other worldwide organisation 
hass attempted such a large and thorough job before' (Shell, 1997:3). In its latest 
version,, Shell continues its ambitious approach by extending the data for verifica-
tionn again: to 'hot spots' and in the future to external experts and panels. 

5.. References to HSE-policies are not always included, but the frequency of inclusion 
iss increasing. BP's latest review gives unusually intensive attention to the issue of 
internall compliance and includes external comments in the verification. Conoco 
doess so as well; furthermore, it includes the adoption and commitment of its core 
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valuess by the senior management of the recent acquisition (Gulf Canada) in its re-
view. . 

6.. The consistency with data in the financial report is hardly mentioned; two excep-
tionss are Conoco and Shell. The last one only refers the reader to financial informa-
tion;; Conoco states that the financial data have not been verified. 

7.. Comments provided by verifying parties mostly aim at inaccurate or incomplete 
documentationn of data collection processes (Pemex, both versions); systems im-
provementt {BP, first); recommendation for target setting (BP, first) and long-term 
visionss and planning (Phillips, first, Conoco, latest); internal audit programmes 
(Conoco,, latest) and the accountability of senior staff (Pemex, both versions). 

Thee last element in the model is the performance indicator. As the previous discussion on 
performancee measurement predicted, the presentation of performance results reveals 
manyy gaps in our insights on the performance of the companies. SustainAbility/UNEP 
(1999)) already concluded that quantitative data in the reports primarily relate to inputs and 
outputs,, significant incidents, environmental expenditure, compliance and management 
policiess and systems. Measures related to actual impacts, performance targets, distur-
bancess to land, biodiversity, products legacy impacts, or progress toward sustainability 
weree found to be absent (SustainAbility/UNEP, 1999). Table 7-15 confirms these results. 
However,, this overview is somewhat misleading because single references were counted 
insteadd of the space allotted to the issue (see Chapter 4); therefore, the presentation of 
justt a few figures already results in a reference in the table. This results in a seemingly very 
completee overview: most companies report figures for three performance indicators: at-
mospheric,, aquatic and terrestrial impacts. Figures for environmental impact on the bio-
spheree are not mentioned (see Table 7-15).83 

Althoughh companies increasingly compare their results over the years, an increase 
inn the absolute amount of reporting cannot be observed. The amount of information did 
increase,, in that most companies show trends in the figures over the years, leading to 
moree results as the years pass by. The aspects on which they report figures comparing 
performancee over the years seem to decrease; an explanation may be that verification 
doess not allow for publication of some of the data. Some companies indeed confirm this 
(e.g.. Shell in its 1998 report). 

833 An important omission in the table is use of energy and occurrence of spills: the majority of the companies 
reportt extensively on their energy efficiency programmes and spill recovery schedules. 
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Tablee 7-15 Specificity on environmental performance 

Firstt issues EPI# # Type e Latestt issues EPI# # Type e 

EarlyEarly reporters 

Amoco o 

Arco o 

BP P 

Chevron n 

Conoco o 

ENI I 

Exxon n 

PDVSA A 

Statoil l 

Texaco o 

AQT T 

AT T 

AQ Q 

AQT T 

AQT T 

AQT T 

AT T 

T T 

AQT T 

0 0 

C C 

C C 

CT T 

CT T 

C C 

C C 

C C 

F F 

C C 

--

BP P 

ChevronTexaco o 

Conoco o 

ENI I 

ExxonMobil l 

PDVSA A 

Statoil l 

A A 

A* * 

AT T 

AQT T 

A A 

0 0 

AT T 

C C 

C C 

c c 
c c 
c c 
--
c c 

LateLate reporters 

Elf f 

Mobil l 

Pemex x 

Phillips s 

Repsol l 

Shell l 

AQT T 

AQT T 

AQT T 

AQT T 

AQT T 

AQT T 

C C 

c c 
FT T 

C C 

CT T 

CT T 

Pemex x 

Phillips s 

Repsoll YPF 

Shell l 

Marathon n 

Petrobras s 

Total l 

AQT T 

0 0 

AQT T 

AQT T 

A A 

AQ Q 

AQT T 

F F 

--
F F 

C C 

C C 

F F 

C C 

Notes:: EPI #: Number of environmental performance indicators used. Four types are possible: the indicators 
mayy consider atmospheric (A), aquatic (Q) or terrestrial (T) impacts or influences on biodiversity or a combina-
tionn of those. The type of EPI can be absolute figures (F), trends over the years (C for comparison), targets (T) 
orr a combination of those. 
'' ChevronTexaco is an example of a company reporting on all of the other aspects but only presenting actual 
figuress on air emissions. 

Companiess also note efforts to improve their performance measurement system, but this 
hass not been manifested in the data (yet). Furthermore, it is often unclear to what part of 
thee companies' activities the data actually relate; this makes it impossible to assess per-
formancee changes on the basis of the reported data, a problem which may decrease due 
too verification. In addition, targets are hardly mentioned. An explanation is that target-
settingg does not necessarily correlate with effort: e.g. it can be hard to fulfil a certain target 
whenn low-hanging fruit has been harvested. The publication of internal targets can there-
foree lead to frustration since the company is judged on 100% attainment of the target and 
nott on its efforts in the complexities of the process. Although noteworthy information is 
presentedd on particular cases and companies also give serious attention to problematic 
situationss and dilemmas (see, e.g., BP on the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline project, and 
TFEE on Myanmar), the information in the reports therefore confirms all the methodological 
problemss with performance measurement that were discussed in Chapter4. 
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ConcludingConcluding remarks: environmental structure 
Inn conclusion, the collected information on environmental structure can be summarised in 
thee following observations. The analysis of the codes of conduct in the previous section 
showedd that in this specific strategy document hardly any attention was given to the sys-
tematicc approach to environmental issues: statements were relatively vague. However, the 
analysiss of the output variable of external reports shows a different picture. The majority of 
thee companies mention an EMS in their first issue and a slight increase was observed for 
thee latest issues. Although the number of references is certainly not overwhelming in com-
parisonn to the total amount of pages and the starting date of the system is not mentioned in 
70%% of the descriptions, the goals of the system and its elements are mostly included. Most 
systemss have been developed in the second phase of the reporting business; therefore, 
theyy are mostly reported about in the latest versions or by the late reporters. For the adher-
encee to international standards, this same timing issue is observed, since ISO 14001 has 
onlyy existed since 1996. A further important result concerns the requirements for suppliers 
andd contractors reported by seven of the companies. Because of the relatively high partici-
pationn in minority-ownerships and degree of vertical integration, the industry works a lot with 
suppliers,, which can contribute the integration of environmental issues. 

Continuingg with the information on monitoring and verification, the results for monitoring 
doo not show a clear trend. In their external disclosure, companies seem to focus on verifica-
tionn standards to raise the credibility of their efforts. In addition to an increase in verifications, 
thee content analysis showed stable scores for data consolidation at the corporate level and 
systemss references; increases were observed in the extension of the verification efforts by 
meanss of visits to local operations, the completeness of the information, and the congruence 
withh policies and values. The analysis of the presented performance data shows that compa-
niess are cautious or incapable of showing those data; methodological problems with perform-
ancee measurement were confirmed during this analysis. 

7.44 Conclusions 

Inn order to improve the insights on the what, how and why of environmental alignment 
withinn the petroleum industry, this chapter has examined the extent to which environmental 
managementt patterns are country-, sector- and or company-specific and/or caused by 
criticall events. On the basis of the analysis of externally disclosed environmental informa-
tionn in the form of codes of conduct, environmental policies and environmental reports, the 
behaviourr of the companies shows several patterns. These can be explained by the influ-
encee of the institutional setting of companies, the occurrence of critical events and by mi-
meticc mechanisms and normative pressures. 

Forr environmental strategy, the most important conclusions are: 
 The majority of the companies have a code of conduct: this seems to be a sector 

trend.. Regional non-response is observed for Asian companies; they do not have 
codess of conduct. The main orientation of the codes is social and generic. Atten-
tionn to environmental issues is included in all codes. Seemingly without any dis-
cernablee pattern, only half of them give environmental issues their own header. 
Furthermore,, the codes are generally not referred to in other documents, and 
monitoringg and enforcement are addressed in vague terms only. This indicates a 
lackk of alignment with overall management. 
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 Environmental reporting became standard business practice in the 1990s and de-
velopedd quickly in quality, comprehensiveness, accuracy, and transparency. For 
thee sector, the biggest growth in reporting occurred in 1995; after that year, there 
wass a second wave of 'late reporters'. The sector has a very high reporting rate, 
especiallyy when compared with other sectors of industry. Within this trend, re-
gionall differences can be observed: US companies lead the way as early report-
ers;; the Europeans followed as late reporters, and Asian companies are the non-
reporters.. The composition of the sample (large, mainly private and vertically-
integratedd companies) probably contributes to the high reporting rate. 

 The early reporting of the US companies is considered to be a consequence of 
thee institutional setting although reporting was not mandatory. The ExxonValdez 
spilll as a critical event in the US institutional setting stimulated legislation, which 
mayy also have contributed to the high reporting rate. BP, ENI and Statoil are early 
reporterss and exceptions to the European trend. This is explained by their similar 
backgroundd as state-owned companies, which also applies to PDVSA, an early 
reporterr as well. In addition, early reporters may have been stimulated by the Earth 
Summitt in 1992. For the late reporters, only the report of Shell (1997) can be di-
rectlyy related to a particular incident, the Brent Spar controversy. Total used to be 
thee only non-reporting European company; after its merger, TotalFinaElf started to 
publishh reports. This was motivated both by the French institutional setting (an ob-
ligationn to publish environmental and social information from 2002 onwards) and 
byy the enlarged size and therefore visibility of the company. The result is European 
convergencee for environmental accountability by means of reporting. Coercive 
pressuress such as legislative requirements explain this European convergence, as 
welll as mimetic pressures due to the uncertainty of the cost/benefits of reporting. 
Normativee pressures set the tone: continuous performance improvement requires 
internall and external benchmarking for which disclosure is a requisite. 

 Over the years, the focus and tone of the reports has changed. Titles have 
changedd from environmental or HSE to sustainability reporting; the tone has 
changedd from educational to informational for interested stakeholders. Notwith-
standingg the strategic change in focus, companies are becoming more cautious 
aboutt claiming environmental leadership in their policies. Furthermore, expecta-
tionss of an increase in references to systematic management were not sustained, 
whilee the changing focus has resulted in decreasing attention for environmental 
issues:: in combination, this is a risk for environmental alignment. 

Forr environmental structure, the most important conclusions are: 
 The great majority of the companies mention an EMS in at least one of their envi-

ronmentall reports, and a slight increase is observed for the latest issues. Most 
systemss have been developed in the latter part of the 1990s; a connection is as-
sumedd between the timing of the systems and the adherence to international 
standards:: ISO14001 was developed in 1996. Furthermore, a transition to a more 
decentralisedd environmental structure is observed in most cases: under the corpo-
ratee umbrella, authority is assigned to lower levels, which implement several sys-
temss instead of a single framework. However, a different regional pattern is nota-
blee in the case of Latin American companies, which do refer to a single system. 

 The basis of the system shows intra-sectoral similarities with respect to the goal of 
aa systematic approach. Regional trends were not observed for this element of the 
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environmentall structure, but they are noticeable for the reference to performance 
objectivess and monitoring procedures. Considering the goal of performance, early 
reporting,, US companies refer to 'objectives', while European companies refer to 
'continuouss improvement'. For monitoring procedures, again a regional pattern is 
found;; US companies include more references to a systematic check than Euro-
peann and Latin American companies. This is explained by the liability focus of the 
Americann setting. Overall, less than half of the sample refer to monitoring pro-
grammess while other sources have shown the existence of additional programmes 
forr at least three of the other companies. An explanation for the relatively few ref-
erencess may be that companies think the results of the monitoring procedures are 
tooo risky/complicated/detailed or confidential to publish. 

 The verification efforts of the companies have increased tremendously. The rate of 
verificationn is also high in comparison with other sectors. A content analysis of the 
verificationn statements showed that the verification of the reports usually consists 
off local visits and a check on the completeness of the information and the congru-
encee with policies and values. Specific patterns in verification efforts with regard 
too regional origin or early or late reporting could not be found; the developments 
aree probably an effect of the maturing of the procedures. However, the verification 
effortss are accompanied by a trend in the target group of the systems; late report-
erss are more detailed than early reporters with regard to the application of the sys-
temm in specific parts of the company. 

 Although the alignment of the system with other strategic objectives is referred to 
byy a third of the reports, companies remain cautious about publishing environ-
mentall performance data. The analysis shows a wide variety in the reported envi-
ronmentall impact and the quantity of the information remains limited; the verifica-
tionn statements do not always solve the issues of the scope of the data. Only one 
company,, Shell, states that doubts concerning the validity of certain information 
resultedd in the decision not to publish it. 

Ass these previous conclusions on environmental strategy and structure show, develop-
mentss for environmental management are to some extent similar for the whole industry. 
Variationss between companies are sometimes notably different for regions and/or country 
off origin effects (see Table 7-16). In other cases individual events such as Brent Spar and 
ExxonValdezz have played a role. It is to these company-specific aspects that we now turn, 
inn the analysis of the case studies. Part III contains a detailed examination of Shell, BP, To-
talFinaElff and Statoil. 

Tablee 7-16 Relative regional trends of petroleum in environment management 

Asia a 

Europe e 

LA A 

US S 

Environmentall strategy 

Reports s 

Noo report 

Late,, * 

--
Early y 

Codess Policies 

Noo code No policy 

--

Noo code No policy 

--

Environmentall structure 

EMS S 

--

--

Single e 

--

format t 

Performance e 

--

'Continuouss im-
provement' ' 

--

'Objectives' ' 

Monitoring g 

--

Lesss references to 
systematicc checking 

Lesss references 

Moree references 

Notes:: LA: Latin America; US: United States. Regional trend observed when indicated. 
*:: State ownership appears an explanatory factor for early reporting European companies. 
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